Enjoy simple installation and
convenient control.
The ColorLogic Light Controller puts the power of
colorful, customizable low-voltage ColorLogic LED
lighting at your fingertips. Choose the perfect color
option for your pool and backyard from right inside your
home using the convenient dial and preview window.
As the only wall controller that can be easily installed
into an existing light switch, the ColorLogic Light
Controller makes it simpler than ever to see your pool,
spa and landscaping in a whole new light. Experience
unparalleled color, control and convenience—choose
the ColorLogic Light Controller for your backyard.
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ColorLogic®
Light Controller

Transform your backyard with bold color you control.
Convenience that counts.
The ColorLogic® Light Controller lets you easily turn
your ColorLogic pool, spa and backyard lights on
or off with the push of a button or set a timer or
schedule to do so automatically.

Intuitive interface. Incredible results.
With the ColorLogic Light Controller’s sleek, simple
design, you can instantly view and choose from
10 beautiful fixed colors and 7 color-changing light
shows. When you select an option, the color or
show displays in the innovative preview window at
the top of the controller so that you can see what it
will look like, giving you a simplified level of control
over your backyard ambiance.

Simple installation and coordination.
The ColorLogic Light Controller is the only lighting
controller that retrofits easily into an existing light
switch, so it’s easier to install than any other
controller on the market. It’s also compatible with
Universal ColorLogic and ColorLogic 320, 160, 80
and 40 Pool, Spa and Backyard lights, so you can
completely coordinate your entire backyard.

Color every corner of your oasis with
low-voltage ColorLogic LED Lights.
ColorLogic LED Pool, Spa and Backyard Lights are
designed to illuminate nearly any new or existing pool
or spa environment with vibrant color. Choose from 10
solid colors and 7 dynamic color-changing light shows to
compose the perfect theme for any
occasion—from romantic evening to
backyard bash. Universal ColorLogic
full-sized pool and spa lights are
100% brighter than any other color
LED light and can save up to 86%
on energy costs.
Visit hayward.com/colorlogic to see how ColorLogic LED lights
look in actual pools.

This product ONLY WORKS WITH:
• Hayward® Universal ColorLogic 12V LED Pool Light
• Hayward Universal ColorLogic 12V LED Spa Light
• Hayward ColorLogic 320, 160, 80, 40 12V LED Lights

To take a closer look at other Hayward® products, go to
hayward.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.
Hayward and ColorLogic are registered trademarks of Hayward
Industries, Inc. © 2015 Hayward Industries, Inc. All other
trademarks not owned by Hayward are the property of their
respective owners. Hayward is not affiliated with or endorsed by
those third parties.
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